Elucidating the Mode of Action of Marine Natural Products through an Immunoaffinity Fluorescent (IAF) Approach
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Understanding the target and mode of action (MOA) of small molecules activity has become a critical feature in guiding the transition between drug discovery and clinical evaluation. While classically placed at the latter stages of a discovery program, we now describe how addressing the mode of action of natural products at the early stages of a program provides an important vehicle to inform the drug discovery process. In this review, we outline a streamlined cellular and molecular biological system and explore its utility through a series of four cases studies. We believe that this approach offers critical lessons to guide future drug discovery programs.
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1. Introduction

Throughout history, natural products have played a key role in the treatment of human diseases.1 Even today, they are directly or indirectly responsible for a significant number of new drugs.2 Microbial natural products have played a particularly important role in the lead discovery accounting for the majority of antibiotic, anticancer, and anticholesterol drugs.3 While broadly useful, their application to cancer has provided countless individuals with effective therapeutic options. As a resource, they have provided a dual role of identifying new structural motifs for drug discovery efforts4 as well as identifying and validating new targets.5 While first discovered through cytotoxicity screening, it is apparent that successful treatments will rely on the co-discovery of associated biomolecular targets that offer selectivity and enhanced safety. However, there is an immediate need to develop methods that reduce the time associated with mode of action (MOA) and mechanisms of natural product activity.6

This review describes an approach that we have adopted over the last decade for lead discovery. Here, we have identified the importance of conducting natural product isolation, structural elucidation, and MOA studies, as parallel steps in the drug discovery program. Our efforts began through the development of a streamlined system that allows one to correlate cellular and biomolecular analyses into one process. Using four examples, we demonstrate how this so called immunoaffinity fluorescence (IAF) approach can be used to elucidate the molecular target and subsequently define the MOA of a new structural entity.

2. Results and Discussion

Early on we focused our efforts on developing a system that combined both cellular and molecular biological methods into the target identification-MOA evaluation process. Our work began by identifying a fluorescent tag that could be used to label a wide variety of natural products. In 2006, we published a description of this tool7 by illustrating how a blue fluorescent 4-dimethylamino-4-coumarinacetic acid, later known as an IAF tag, could be installed on a wide array of natural products and used to differentiate their subcellular trafficking and localization. Soon thereafter, we turned our attention to establishing tools to link a natural products phenotypic cellular response and subcellular localization with its molecular targets.
Next, we developed an antibody against the IAF tag. Through the assistance of Stefan Andersson, then at UT Southwestern, we prepared a panel of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) XRI-TF01 to XRI-TF42 that demonstrated potent and selective binding to IAF epitope. We then carefully characterized the ability of selectively identify labeled proteins in cell lysate. After careful validation, we found one mAb, XRI-TF35, offered complete selectivity for the IAF epitope over a series of mammalian, fungal and bacterial cell lysates. Using a combination of flow cell and conventional hybridoma methods, we have produced gram quantities of this mAb at high purity for diverse MOA studies.

The following sections provide an overview of some of the applications of this IAF approach. The first study describes an application to the ammosamide natural products. Through an initiative developed in the Fenical laboratory to explore microbes obtained from marine sediments, Streptomyces strain CNR698 was isolated from bottom sediments collected at a depth of 1,618 meters in the Bahamas Islands in 2003. Cytotoxicity-guided isolation, using the HCT-116 cell line, and fractionation by C18 flash chromatography and reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) purification led to the isolation of ammosamides A and B (Figure 2), as blue and red solids, respectively. Elucidation of their structures proved to be particularly difficult due to their inherent insolubility and a lack of descriptive proton (nuclear magnetic resonance) NMR signals, ultimately requiring the integration of NMR spectral analysis, mass spectrometry data, and single crystal X-ray diffraction studies.

Figure 2. Structures of four marine natural products examined using the IAF approach.
of the ammosamide B probe in live mammalian cells. Upon addition, the probe concentrated into HeLa, HCT-116, and PC-3 cells within minutes (Figure 1). After 12 h of incubation, the blue fluorescence from the probe was observed in vesiculated regions (Figure 1a). Using counterstains, we were able to identify these regions as lysosomes.

In parallel, immunoprecipitation studies were conducted from lysates from HCT-116 using Affi-gel resin bearing 12.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) of 50 \(\mu\)M ammosamide B probe in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) after incubation at 37 °C for 12 h; (b–d) immunoprecipitation studies; (b) a 3-8 % tris-acetate SDS-PAGE gel stained with GelCode arising from the IP of lysate from 10\(^4\) HCT-116 cells treated with the ammosamide B probe and Affigel Hz resin containing 12.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) of XRI-TF35 mAb. After incubation for 12 h and multiple washings with PBS pH 7.2 at 4 °C, the bound protein was eluted from XRI-TF35-Affigel Hz resin with 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 (L1), 5 mM ammosamide B probe in 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 (L2), or 50 mM ammosamide B probe in 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 (L3) at 23 °C; (c) HCT-116 lysate stained with GelCode blue; (d) a fluorescent image of the gel in (b) prior to GelCode blue staining. Box denotes protein bands identified through trypsin-digest LC-MS/MS as a member of the myosin family (adapted from reference 9).

The blue fluorescence from the probe was observed in vesiculated regions (Figure 1a). Using counterstains, we were able to identify these regions as lysosomes.
maintained its bioactivity with an average GI$_{50}$ value of 1 µM, a value that was ca. 10-fold more active than its parent natural product, marinopyrrole A.
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**Figure 4.** Application of the IAF approach to elucidate the targeting of actin by marinopyrrole A. (a) Confocal fluorescent images of HCT-116 cells depicting the red and blue fluorescence from the uptake of 10 µM marinopyrrole A IAF probe after 6 h. A set of confocal fluorescent images showing blue (447 nm), red (692 nm), and two-color mixed channel (mix) with the blue arising from the IAF tag and the red from the marinopyrrole motif; (b) a fluorescent SDS-PAGE gel showing cell lysate obtained from HCT-116 cells (10$^6$ cells) treated with 10 µM of the marinopyrrole IAF probe in L1 and 10 µM of a related IAF probe$^{12}$ in L2 for 12 h; (c) a Silver Blue stained SDS-PAGE gel depicting proteins immunoprecipitated from the lysate in (b) using Affigel 10 resin containing 3.5 mg mL$^{-1}$ of an anti-IAF antibody XRI-TF35; (d) SDS-PAGE gel depicting the HCT-116 cell lysate used in (c). Proteins were identified by Trypsin-digest LC-MS-MS analysis as indicated by red and blue boxes (adapted from reference 12).

Using two-color confocal microscopy, we compared the native red fluorescence from marinopyrrole A to the blue fluorescence from the IAF tag in the associated IAF probe (Figure 4a). The presence of a similar pattern of red and blue staining confirmed that IAF tag (blue) and marinopyrrole motif (red) shared the same subcellular localization in HCT-116 cells, and therefore, the IAF probe provided an excellent and stable mimic of marinopyrrole A.

Using HCT-116 cells, we applied the immunoprecipitation (IP) protocol and identified two fluorescent bands at 40–45 kDa and a higher band at ca. 85 kDa (Figures 4b–4c), which are apparent in the crude lysate (Figure 4d). Mass spectral analysis indicated that the two lower bands were actin, while the upper band arose from actinin. The fact that actinin was observed during IP experiments in the lysate, while not fluorescent, is expected given its tight complexation with actin.$^{21}$

After validation using purified proteins, we collaborated with the Dorrestein laboratory at UC San Diego to identify the site of dye transfer to actin. IAF labeled protein from the IP fractions were trypsin digested, purified by HPLC based on the absorbance of the IAF dye at 350 nm, and subjected to linear ion trap tandem mass spectrometer (LTQ-MS/MS) with a NanoMate direct infusion system. Evaluation of the resulting spectra using the proteomics search tool, InSpecT, to find peptides that were modified by the IAF tag (M + 286 Da), resulted in the identification of peptide V$_{40}$APEEHPTLLTEAPLNPKANR$_{50}$. Further evaluation of the MS2 fragment ions observed enabled us to localize the site of modification to Lysine K115, a distinct site on actin that neither overlaps the ATP, gelsolin, and profilin binding sites$^{23}$ nor overlaps with the pocket targeted by other known natural products such as latrunculin.$^{22}$ This investigation provides definitive support for the use of the IAF approach along with a tag transfer protocol$^{23}$ for MOA studies.

Since these studies, recent access to materials through total synthesis$^{24}$ has enabled further explorations into the MOA of the marinopyrroles. These studies included evidence that marinopyrrole A, inappropriately renamed as martioclax, showed significant decrease in Mcl-1 expression along with Mcl-1 degradation via the proteasome system, which was associated with its pro-apoptotic activity.$^{25}$ While these studies suggested that marinopyrrole A may act as an Mcl-1 inhibitor, early validation efforts failed to identify cytotoxicity of the natural marinopyrrole A in Mcl-1 dependent cell lines with the exception of leukemia cells.$^{26}$

More recently, a series of target-guided screening and SAR programs have identified ligation of Mcl-1, indicating that indeed marinopyrrole A binds to Mcl-1.$^{27}$ However, the targeting of Mcl-1 was not observed by others through use of additional models including the screening of cell lines with altered Mcl-1 expression.$^{28}$ It should be emphasized that marinopyrrole is a potent electrophile that readily adds nucleophilic residues in proteins by displacement of chlorine.$^{14}$ Hence, it is quite clear that marinopyrrole can target many different intracellular proteins. While ongoing studies continue to define a detailed model describing the connection between targets and MOA of the marinopyrroles, one must also realize that few if any natural products interact with a single protein within a living organism. This observation offers an important lesson for natural product chemical biology and drug discovery. First, many natural products do not have only one target, and as evidence now begins to suggest, the marinopyrroles do not. Second, the target selectivity often arises from the specific cell line or model used. Third and perhaps most importantly, not all targeting results in a downstream phenotypic response, and detailed pathway analyses are required before one can claim a selective function. All too often, the failure to carefully evaluate multiplicity in targets...
leads to insurmountable problems during the translational process into the clinic, and suggests an important factor in avoiding the overstatement of target selectivity.

5. Case Study 3: Seriniquinone Targets DCD

Our third study began by exploring novel metabolites from a panel of Gram positive marine bacteria. As part of this program, we identified seriniquinone (Figure 2), molecular formula C$_{20}$H$_{8}$O$_{4}$S, isolated from culture broths of a rare marine bacterium of the genus *Serinicoccus*. The structure of seriniquinone was deduced using chemical and spectroscopic methods and by comparison with a synthetic sample which had been reported as part of a materials science program. Our interest in seriniquinone began after observing significant selectivity in melanoma (eight of nine cell lines screened) along with potent activity in a unique selection of other cell lines.

Confocal microscopic analysis of seriniquinone indicated that the compound localized in the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) (Figure 5a), co-localizing with ER tracker blue-white, during the initial hours of treatment. However, after several hours seriniquinone showed accumulation in the autophagosomes, co-localizing with monodansylcadaverine (Figures 5b and 5c). Analysis of cell death biomarkers suggested the treated cells underwent autophagy followed by apoptosis. The link between these processes has been discussed, and although autophagy is typically seen as a survival mechanism, eliminating damaged protein and organelles through lysosomes digestion, it can excessively degrade the cytoplasm, triggering cell death, generally involving apoptosis effectors.

The next challenge was to determine the targets of seriniquinone (Figure 2). This began with preparation of a seriniquinone probe (Figure 5) through chemical synthesis. After validation of the probes activity with confocal microscopy and bioactivity analyses, we turned to the IP protocol to screen for its biomolecular targets. After several repetitions, the SDS-gel of the IP products always returned multiple protein bands from 10 to 250 KDa (Figure 5d) that were recovered, trypsin digested and submitted to LC-MS/MS analysis. The results were quite intriguing since most of the bands presented sequences of a still poorly studied protein called dermcidin (DCD), together with other proteins such as HSP70 and GAPDH. The treatment of the samples with iodoacetamide broke the observed interaction of dermcidin and cellular proteins, and pointed to dermcidin as a molecular target for the anticancer natural product.

The validation of DCD as the target of seriniquinone was further demonstrated using western blotting, with anti-DCD antibody, and qPCR, whereas an increasing expression of DCD was observed upon seriniquinone treatment. The gene expression increase was much more evident in the most sensitive melanoma cell line, MALME-3M, confirming heightened activity in DCD expressing cell lines.

Since the description of DCD in 2001 as an antimicrobial peptide, its involvement in cancer has gained increasing interest. The DCD gene product is actually proteolytically processed into small peptides, including a 30aa proteolysis inducing factor (PIF also called Y-P30) and a 47aa peptide DCD-1. It has been demonstrated that DCD is overexpressed in different cancer types, especially in breast cancer, where it was related to a poor prognosis.
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**Figure 5.** Application of the IAF approach to elucidate the targeting of dermcidin (DCD) by seriniquinone. (a) Fluorescence from treatment of HCT-116 cells with seriniquinone for 1 h results in the appearance of green-red fluorescence from around the nucleus, as indicated by counterstaining with DAPI (blue). Counterstaining of the (b) endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and (c) autophagosomes (AP) was used to validate the subcellular localization events. Images depict staining of cells with ER stain at 1 and 6 h and AP stain at 6 and 24 h; (d) a silver-stained SDS PAGE gel depicting proteins immunoprecipitated from HCT-116 cell lysates treated with the seriniquinone IAF probe over 8 h at 4 °C. This response was dose dependent with an increasing return of immunoprecipitated protein at higher concentrations of the seriniquinone IAF probe (L2 versus L3), but was not apparent in experiments lacking the probe (L1). Trypsin-digest LC-MS/MS analysis of the protein in a 90-kDa band returned peptides corresponding to DCD (red) and Hsp70 (blue) (adapted from reference 15).
The hypothesis that DCD is actually binding to or covalently-modified by different cellular proteins to exert biological functions has been corroborated by others.\textsuperscript{35} For instance, its role in cell migration promoting pro-metastatic effects was supported by the binding and modulation of Nck1, a protein involved in the regulation of different tyrosine kinase receptors as PDGFR and EGFR, and also known to stimulate Rho GTPases Rac1 and cdc42 activation, regulating cell adhesion, migration and gene transcription.\textsuperscript{35} Modulation of ERBB signaling pathways was suggested as the mechanisms of breast tumorigenesis.\textsuperscript{34} Whether the effects of DCD on cancer is related to Y-P30, DCD-1 or the whole DCD protein remains to be elucidated.

6. Case Study 4: Chlorizidine A Targets Glycolysis

Our final example began with isolation and characterization of a marine bacterium, \textit{Streptomyces} sp. strain CNH287.\textsuperscript{17} Cultivation of this strain a seawater-based medium followed by solid phase extraction with Amberlite XAD-18 resin and fractionation on silica gel resulted in one fraction with significant cytotoxicity against HCT-116 cells. Isolation by C18 reversed-phase HPLC, we were able to identify a cytotoxic metabolite, chlorizidine A (Figure 2), with a prominent UV-Vis profile. While the material proved to be sensitive to ambient conditions, we were able to prepare stable materials by acetylation. Here the resulting bis-acetylated product was readily handled without degradation. Using a combination of 2D-NMR and X-ray crystallography, we were able to assign the structure of chlorizidine A, as shown in Figure 2.\textsuperscript{17}

The targets and MOA of chlorizidine A were further analyzed using an IAF probe (Figure 6) in HCT-116 cells.\textsuperscript{16} Confocal microscopic analysis indicated that the probe was rapidly taken up in the cytosol, and after 10 h treatment, chlorizidine IAF probe (Figure 6) was observed in the lysosomes, as confirmed by its co-localization with LysoTracker red DND-99 (Figure 6c). Further characterization of the phenotypic effects of chlorizidine A and its bis-acetate derivative in HCT-116 cells, reinforced the cytostatic, rather than cytotoxic, effects of chlorizidine A. The bis-acetate derivative, which proved to be more active and stable, arrested treated cells during G1 phase of the cell cycle. The IP studies, then, led to the isolation of 4 bands, two stronger ones, identified by LC-MS/MS as α-enolase I (hENO1, 48 kDa) and \textit{D}-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH, 27 kDa), and two minor bands at 90 and 45 kDa, identified as HSP90 and actin, respectively.\textsuperscript{16}

Target validation was conducted by western blotting and isothermal calorimetry (ITC) studies using recombinantly-expressed hENO1. First, the identification of the bands was confirmed using highly specific commercial mAbs to identified proteins, hENO-1, GAPDH, HSP90 and actin. The ITC analysis indicated that chlorizidine A binds to hENO1 protein with a stoichiometry of 1.4-1.6 molecules of the natural product to one enzyme, and a binding constant $K_d$ of $1.9 \pm 0.9 \text{ µM}$. These findings suggested that the primary targets for chlorizidine A were the enzymes belonging to the glycolytic pathway, hENO1 and GAPDH, while the interactions with actin and HSP90 could be secondary or even nonspecific considering the nucleophilic nature of the C5 carbonyl in the chlorizidine A IAF probe.\textsuperscript{16}

The reprogramming of energy metabolism in cancer cells is recognized as an important feature for tumor progression since the description of the “Warburg effect”.\textsuperscript{36} Cancer cells are highly dependent of glycolytic pathways in spite of oxygen supply to keep their constant
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\caption{Application of the IAF approach to elucidate the targeting of glycolytic enzymes by chlorizidine A. (a) Immunoprecipitation of HCT-116 cell lysate (1 mg mL$^{-1}$ total protein) in PBS (pH 7.2) containing 10 µm chlorizidine A IAF probe returned four distinct protein bands after staining with GelCode blue stain. Lanes L1-L3 depict HCT-116 cell lysate (L1), the IP fraction (L2) from the chlorizidine A IAF probe, and the IP fraction (L3) from an IAF control; (b) subcellular localization of the chlorizidine A IAF probe in HCT-116 cells. A confocal microscopy image depicting HCT-116 cells treated with 5 mm chlorizidine A IAF probe for 16 h and then co-stained with 2.5 mm LysoTracker Red DND-99 for 15 min before imaging. The appearance of violet in the combined image indicates the co-localization of blue from the chlorizidine A IAF probe and red from the LysoTracker Red DND-99. (adapted from reference 16).}
\end{figure}
proliferative state, and this ‘adaptive’ condition raises from higher expression in key proteins such as glucose transporters GLUTs, and enzymes like GAPDH, ENO1, hexokinase II (HKII), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and phosphofructokinase (PFK-B). Hence, these proteins have been explored with some success as therapeutic targets for cancer treatment.

7. Conclusions

Over the last decade, team efforts between our laboratories have developed and integrated a streamlined system that unites cellular methods such as fluorescence microscopies with molecular target elucidation strategies. Through the course of four case studies, we have demonstrated how this method can be applied to effectively deliver information regarding the cellular trafficking, subcellular localization and biomolecular targets of a given natural product. Within these examples, we illustrate the importance of cellular and molecular target validation and apply a compendium of tools including: colocalization studies, upstream and downstream marker analyses, cell cycle analysis, as well as biochemical methods such as isothermal calorimetry (ITC). While the IAF approach provides rapid information on cellular and molecular targetry, we have found that only after multiple point validation efforts can one confidently identify a specific biomolecule or pathway as a target. Additionally, without the use of critical downstream and upstream markers, it is also difficult to establish that identified targets are directly responsible for the observed phenotype.

Finally and perhaps most critically, we have learned that many natural products do not have a single specific biomolecular target, and in some cases the targets and phenotypes observed change according to the cell examined. It is within these variables that we see the need for the further development of optimized target elucidation techniques. Our program is currently exploring the development of more detailed tools that directly integrate genomic, epigenomic, proteomic, and metabolomics signals and apply these systems to elucidate the MOA in a more global sense. Here, we see expansion of these tools to identify and validate the selectivity of a natural product drug lead in terms of its cellular selectivity as given by screens such as the NCI’s cancer cell line panel. We also find that the MOA of natural products also needs to be carefully evaluated with regards to the time of treatment. Here, we seek to inform at the level of time and use this information to further understand how natural products act and deliver their uniquely specific and timed biological activity.
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